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Ben Shapiro uncovers the simple strategy used by liberals and their friends in the media: bully the

living hell out of conservatives. Play the race card, the class card, the sexism card. Use any and

every means at your disposal to demonize your opposition - to shut them up. Then pretend that

such bullying is justified because, after all, conservatives are the true bullies and need to be taught

a lesson for their intolerance. The left has created a climate of fear wherein ordinary Americans

must abandon their principles, back abhorrent causes, and remain silent. They believe America is a

force for evil, that our military is composed of war criminals, and that patriotism is the deepest form

of treason. They incite riots and threaten violence by playing the race card, then claim they're

advocates for tolerance. Disagree with Obama? You must be a racist. They send out union thugs

and Occupy Wall Street anarchists to destroy businesses and redistribute the wealth of earners and

job creators. No target is off limits as liberal feminists declare war against stay-at-home moms and

gay activists out their enemies, destroy careers, and desecrate personal privacy.
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I purchased this book after following Ben Shapiro on Twitter for a while. As a life long democrat and

mostly liberal until about 4 years ago, I have felt isolated and alone in my quest to understand why

identity politics and theories that support them crush all other free though. I found it extremely

disheartening to the point of being anxious and depressed. Why are these people that I have



kumbaya's with forever going off the deep end and willing to group think me into silence for really

simple deviations and questions.It is a serious societal concern that I believe is on the verge of

"cannibalizing itself" as many predict. But in the mean time I am learning to speak my truth. I believe

in people as individuals. And come from a place of true love for humanity and practicality. I will no

longer be silenced. I haven't called myself a conservative yet, but I consider rational conservative to

be kinfolk. And even the irrational ones are generally cool to debate without accusing you of being

cruel and racist. Then there is the teensy alt-right who get all the courage, it is a testemant to the left

that they want to pin the disgraceful actions and words of a few on all conservatives.Thanks Ben

and other rational conservatives! You have really given me hope!

While I generally lean right, I'm a newcomer to Ben Shapiro, having listened to his podcasts for

about a month. I wanted to learn more after hearing his debates and arguments. 30 pages in, and I

am impressed. Shapiro reveals how Obama began his silly "anti-bullying" campaign years ago

-something I thought was silly at the time, and a waste of funds and effort, although I was not

someone who was "anti Obama" as president. That anti-bullying campaign seemed a beginning

tactic by the Left to convince Americans that anyone who disagrees with liberal ideas must also be a

"bully". The book was written four or five years ago, and what Shapiro, and his peers, saw then in a

subtle move by Obama is is full swing these last few months. The book is eye-opening.I suspect I

will be ordering more of Shapiro's works after finishing this book in a few days.

Fantastic read. I always learn something with everything that I read, but this book was jam packed

with new information that I was excited to learn. I purchased it knowing it would have new insights I

did not know, but I was blown away by how many new things he uncovered. I highly recommend

this book to anyone that wants to understand how we have arrived where we are on the political

bullying front. Absolutely fantastic.Full of keen insights. Ben does a great job of adding context to

historical facts.

This is a great book. It makes what was incomprehensible crystal clear. It has helped me explain my

position to others and has made me realize just how convoluted our current politics are nationally,

especially. It validates and challenges. Glad I bought it.

Good Book



The message was pretty clear and all but the way it was presented could have used a little bit more

professional voice. I absolutely love Ben Shapiro and the way he is not at all afraid to call the liberal

left out for what they really are, BULLIES! Over and over he gives examples of how they contradict

their own arguments of racism, bigotry and hate, while blaming the conservative right and tea party

folks with the same accusations.The way you look at liberal arguments will change after you read

this book. (Or your assumptions will be verified) I liked reading chapter by chapter about so many

issues that I confront on a day to day basis, explained to me in layman's terms, although admittedly

I would have liked it to have been worded a bit differently at times.Overall a good read and very

informative.

Bullies is a hard hitting well researched book by Ben Shapiro. I found it to be a real page turner.

Amazing!!
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